
I started out with my year trying to establish a rotation for Children Church. I was 
hoping to get enough people where they would only serve maybe 2 times a year 
if that. So my goal for 2021 is to establish a rotation where it's not always the 
same people working .  
 
I have not put a lot of effort into the nursery this past year, because I felt we 
didn’t have a great need for it, Now that we have more of a need for the nursery 
to be open, My goal it to find someone that will be willing to head it up for me, I 
am hoping that we are able to find different works for with  the same kind of 
rotation as Children Church. 
 
The curriculum I have found for Sunday School is Children's Ministry Deals Children's 
Ministry. The lessons are all  downloaded, and the cost is very reasonable. The 
lesson includes crafts, games, object lesson, small and large group lesson, trivia 
game and a short play. The curriculum is really easy to follow and the kids seem 
to enjoy it as well.  
 
I was trying to start every other Sunday Night with the kids. We were only able to 
meet 1 time to Covid. When things clear up  I am planning on resumming it. We 
would use the Sunday School material that we were not able to get through 
during Sunday school. 
 
Unfortunately we were not able to have VBS this year because of Covid. We did 
order material for it, so we do have it for 2021. 
 
Unfortunately we were not able to have a Christmas Program this year because 
of Covid. But we did order material for it, so we will be using that for 2021 
Christmas Play. 
 
We did have a Harvest Party in October, I invited parents, youth, and anyone 
else that would like to come.For games  we played pumpkin blowing, and balloon 
toss. Thank you to Bernie, Bob and Pastor Rick we were able to have a hay ride, 
Thank you to Vic for supplying us with wood for a bomb fire. Thank you to Kim 
and Sheryl for supplying us with  hot dogs, chips, s’mor, apple cider and candy 
for the kids.Thank you for everyone that helped us out to help us out to make it a 
success. I am hoping we are able to plan one in the future. 
 



I also hosted a nerf war at my house. I invited some older kids from Children's 
Church, along with their parents. We had a simple dinner of hot dogs, chips, and 
cookies with juice. I am hoping to host more nerf wars in 2021. 
 
When the church had to shut down for Covid I wanted to keep in touch with the 
kids, so I set up a zoom meeting with Pastor Jeff’s help. We went through the 
book Case for Christ for Kids by Lee Stroble. I also sent them mail once a month 
with puzzles and craft to do .When we were able to meet face to face for Sunday 
School I started my Sunday School downloads. Then  we went  back into a 
shutdown. I  felt it was important to continue my lesson, so we came up with the 
idea to  record my Sunday School materials. I plan on continuing them even 
while  we are open.  
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